
Ambleside Benches 
  
In autumn 2016 Ambleside Civic Trust carried out a survey of benches in Ambleside, noting for 
each one the position, condition and the person or body to whom it is commemorated. We 
included only benches in areas open to the public but we have not determined who is 
responsible for the upkeep of each bench. 
  
The area covered is from Waterhead in the south to St Anne’s church in the north, from Under 
Loughrigg in the west to the top of Stockghyll Falls in the east. 
  
We found 119 benches in total. Picnic tables have not been included; these are mostly found in 
White Platts, Rothay Park and Stockghyll Park. 
  
Clicking this link opens a window in Google Maps; the position of each bench is indicated by a 
coloured pin. Many of the pins overlap but the + and – buttons at bottom right allow zooming in 
and out. Clicking on any pin shows the dedication on the corresponding bench. 
  
The colour of each pin shows our assessment of its condition as follows. 
·         Red - in need of significant attention such as replacing damaged wood or possibly 

complete replacement; 

·         Yellow - some attention is needed such as a clean down and retreatment of the wood; 

·         Green - no attention is needed; 

·         Blue - Grafton bench, the current standard bench of Ambleside Parish Council. 

We hope that this map will be useful to those needing to rest as they walk around Ambleside, to 
anyone interested in providing a new bench or to those who have provided a bench in the past. 
If you would like to provide a new bench you should contact the Lakes Parish Council. 
  
If you find any errors or omissions on the map please contact a member of the committee or 
email amblesidecivictrust@gmail.com. 
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